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Gene Dominique is a Bay Area photographer who has been a member of Berkeley Fine Art
Photographers since the group’s inception in 2010. While Gene earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree in photojournalism, he considers himself a generalist whose photographic work tends
to be project-based.
Gene’s current work includes a series of landscapes and seascapes from Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts as well as a series documenting recently discovered pre-world war II
cameras owned by a local collector. When asked about the source of his inspiration, Gene
noted, “One recurring source of inspiration is my insomnia. Many nights I have had a hard
time sleeping because my mind races with photographic ideas; I’ve come to know this as a
source of creativity so I keep a bedside notebook and write and draw ideas that come to me
in the middle of the night. In the light of day I try to create what I’ve imagined in the dark.”
Gene’s work has been exhibited in a variety of brick-and-mortar galleries and virtual destinations.
-Big Sur Evening, 5 framed images for sale, photographed winter 2013, Big Sur, CA
-Two If By Sea, 5 framed images for sale, photographed summer 2010, Boston Harbor, MA
24” x 18” Frame
18” x 12” Print
$400 each; only framed photographs offered. Printed in a limited edition of 5
Hahnemuhle FineArt Baryta 325 gsm paper, archival pigment inks
24x18 framed, limited edition, $400
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Gene Dominique is a Bay Area photographer and digital artist.
Gene’s right-brain art is project-based rather being anchored in a single photographic genre. Gene
recently completed a series called Small Things, a meditation on mundane objects and artifacts of our
daily lives that go unnoticed for the beauty they hold.
Gene’s other recent projects include a study of landscapes and seascapes and his hot new series
called Playing With Fire.
His left-brain accomplishments include a BA in Photojournalism from San Jose State University, a JD
from UC Hastings College of the Law and a busy legal career.
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